THE FUTURE OF THE EARTH:

February 2022

PREENACTING CLIMATE SCENARIOS

CALL for:
Experts from climate change related disciplines

We are looking for researchers and practitioners from different climatic zones to contribute to a performative and transdisciplinary “pre-enactment” of climate scenarios in June 2022. More details and
background information are provided below. Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you are interested or have questions regarding the project and your possible participation!
The climate crisis is omnipresent and at the same time hardly tangible. Facts and recommendations are
available - but for the necessary fundamental changes in awareness and behaviour, more and different
approaches to the crisis and its real effects in the coming decades are needed. The present project
initiates a new communication format.
Traditional science communication uses words, numbers and diagrams and appeals to the rational. In
order to bring about a change in values and actions, we also need forms of representation that appeal
to the senses and make global warming tangible, for example through the performing arts. Experienceability serves as a lever to trigger changes in behaviour. For this reason, THE FUTURE OF THE
EARTH by Patrick Gusset - a performance-based symposium - will be held on four evenings from 15
to 18 June 2022, bringing together science and the performing arts. It will take place in a large industrial refrigerated hall in Basel, Switzerland and will be streamed live interactively into digital space via
various institutions from culture, science and education. A total of 1200 participants are expected.
Through this engagement, the project wants to make a contribution to the urgently needed change in
awareness, sense of urgency and values with regard to climate change and its consequences across
the globe.
Scientific climate scenarios of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change are the basis and will
be „translated“ into future scenarios with scientists, artists and scenographic means, and their consequences will be coherent and anticipated, i.e. „pre-enacted“.
Actors narrate, perform and temporarily bring to life figures in scenic form who report from a particular future situation. The experts are also involved. They do not present probabilities, but talk about
courses and events that have actually occurred in the future.
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For example, on the worst-case scenario path, 95% of the Swiss glaciers have actually melted away in
2100. Then the question arises, what have the affected regions done with this and what does this mean
for the idendity-creating dimension of the Alps for Switzerland?
The participants go on a journey through time to the years 2050 and 2100. They experience and feel
what global warming means in a best case and a worst-case scenario and they are communicated the
behaviour that leads to the scenarios. What they experience not only has an impact on those present,
but also makes them multipliers in terms of climate communication and changes in awareness in their
private, professional and political environments and spheres of influence.
An interactive hybrid stage extends the premise of theatre as a place of assembly. By integrating the
digital into the analogue stage space, it opens up new reaches in terms of audience, interactivity and
content. Target groups can be reached specifically outside the analogue stage space. Be it in other
cantons or countries. Experts from polar, boreal regions and sub-Saharan Africa are brought in to represent global perspectives that bring in specific effects in other climate zones or „pre-enact“ them.
The explicit aim is to take into account the global context.
For this we are looking for experts from sub-Saharan Africa and polar regions from all kinds of disciplines related to climate change.
The participating experts will have the opportunity not only to view their field of work in a different
light, but also to negotiate it. What perspectives open up for the subject matter from a mediating
aspect when it is not only discussed but also embedded in an artistic performance?
What happens if we adopt the necessary measures to achieve the 1.5° target and implement them consistently, and what happens if we opt for business as usual, where we make no further efforts?
What does being an expert entail?
You will be connected directly to Basel via interactive streaming during the Performence-based Symposium. Technical requirements: Access to the internet, a webcam and an integrated microphone.
Tasks as an expert
- Preparation: 1 - 2 preliminary talks (video call)
- Compilation/preparation of data/scenarios/studies/know-how you are working with
- Rehearsals (approx. 2 days via interactive streaming)
- Active participation in pre-enactment (1 - 2 evenings 7.30pm - 10.30pm CET)
Rough schedule / key dates
April / May 2022 Preparation: approx. 2 days
15 - 18 June 2022 Performance based symposium / Pre-Enactment
The following experts from climate research are involved in the project:
Lukas Brunner (Former Resaercher at Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH Zurich) Global climate modelling
Andreas Linsbauer (University of Zurich/GLAMOS) - glaciologist
Marlene Kammerer (Climate Policy, University of Bern, Oeschger Centre for Climate Change Research)
Consultation: Samuel Eberenz (Risk-Dialogue Foundation / Labor mit Utopieverdacht)
Depending on the number of interested persons, a selection will be made according to dramaturgical
criteria.
The participation is paid.
I would be very pleased to discuss with you a possible cooperation as a participating expertise!
Patrick Gusset
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